
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CALLAN İDDİALARININ KANITI 

Cambridge Üniversitesi “Merkezler ve Adaylar için Bilgiler”

başlıklı broşüründe şöyle bir açıklamada bulunur:

“Preliminary English Test, başlangıç düzeyinden itibaren

yaklaşık 350 saatlik bir çalışma sonrasında kazanılan

dinleme ve okuma becerileriyle ilgili yazılı ve sözlü iletişimsel

yeterliliği ölçmek için hazırlanmıştır.” 

Ardından, 350 saatlik bu “ciddi” çalışmanın genellikle 4 ¼

yıllık bir süreye yayılacağını belirtir. Callan Metodu aynı

sonuca bir yıl içerisinde 80 saatte ulaşır, yani normal

zamanın dörtte birinde.  

Diğer iki Cambridge sınavı düşünüldüğünde, Key English

Test (KET) ve First Certificate in English (FCE) sınavları için

ortalama bir öğrenci hangi milletten olduğuna bağlı olarak

KET için yaklaşık 175 saat, FCE için ise 640 saate ihtiyaç

duyacaktır. Ancak, Callan Metodu KET hazırlığını 40 saatte

tamamlarken, FCE için yalnızca 160 saat gerektirecektir.

Ayrıca, öğrencinin sınavlarda başarısız olması durumunda

kendisine sınavları geçene kadar öğrenim gördüğü Callan

Metodu okulunda ücretsiz dersler verileceğine dair yazılı bir

garanti de verilmektedir. 
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LESSON  1  
 
 
 

Pick up a pen, a pencil and a book one after the other, and, as you show each one 
in turn to the students, say 
 
 
A  PEN    A  PENCIL  A  BOOK  A 
bir tükenmezkalem   bir kurşunkalem  bir kitap   bir 
 
 
Repeat these words about two or three times depending on the kind of students 
you have, that is, whether they are complete beginners, fast or slow, old or 
young, or whether the class is large or small. 

WHAT'S  (WHAT  IS)   THIS   IT'S  (IT IS) 
ne dir?       bu    o’ dur 
 
 

Pick up the pen again, and say What's this? and then translate the question 
into the students' own language, explaining that "What’s" is the contraction of 
"What is" and "It’s" is the contraction of "It is" and that contractions are formed 
with an apostrophe.  Then answer the question yourself by saying It's a pen, 
and again translate.  You may have to do this two or three times, and also a few 
minutes later, to make it quite clear to the students what is meant.  Next, turn to 
one of the students, and ask 

WHAT'S   THIS ?   It's a pen 
+ 
 

Repeat the above question for all three objects until the students answer without 
hesitation. Then continue in the same way with the remaining twelve objects.  
Take three at a time, and point to them carefully and forcefully, or pick them 
up as the case may be, so that the student is in no doubt as to which object is 
intended.  Time is wasted walking around touching the objects: the students will 
understand what you mean, even if, being at a distance, the word "that" should 
be used instead of "this".  When you come to the word "room", look around you, 
and, at the same time, describe a large horizontal circle with your index finger. 
All such actions help.  For the sake of simplicity, you can, for the moment, call 
your desk or the student's desk a table.  For the word "card", point to the card on    
Chart 1. 
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SEE CHART 1    (At the end of this Stage) 
 
 
TABLE  CHAIR   LIGHT   WALL 
masa   sandalye   ışık    duvar 
 
 
FLOOR  ROOM   CEILING  WINDOW 
yer, zemin   oda, yer   tavan      pencere 
 
 
DOOR   CARD   BOX    PICTURE 
kapı     kart     kutu    resim 
 
 
IS  THIS ?      YES/ 
bu ... midir?         evet 
 
The strokes which appear after approximately each 25 words are for the purpose 
of reading. They indicate the point at which one student stops reading and the 
next one starts. 
 
Pick up the pen and ask Is this a pen? and translate.  Then answer Yes, it's 
a pen and translate.  When you ask the question, raise your voice a little at the 
end.  When you say "Yes", nod your head very emphatically.  Then turn to the 
student and ask 

IS  THIS  A  PEN ?    Yes, it's a pen 
+ 
 

Continue this kind of question with all the other objects the students have just 
learnt.  If the students are quick, ask the questions very quickly towards the end 
of the list. 

NO,  IT  ISN'T  (IS NOT) ..... BUT    hayır, o ... değildir fakat   
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Pick up a pen and ask Is this a pen?.  The student will naturally answer Yes, 
it's a pen. Then pick up a pencil, and ask Is this a pen? Then say No it 
isn't a pen, but it's a pencil and translate.  When saying "No it isn't", shake 

your head emphatically.  Ask this kind of question for all the objects, making 
the last word of the student's answer the object in your next question,  e.g. 
"Is this a pen?".  "No, it isn't a pen, but it's a pencil".  Then, picking up the book, 
ask "Is this a pencil?" etc.  It is important that the student answers in the full-
length form, i.e. "but it's a pencil", and not just "but a pencil". Later in the 
lessons, the word "but" can be dropped from the answers if preferred. 

IS  THIS  A  PEN ?    No, it isn't a pen, but it's a pencil 
+ 
 
IS  THIS  A  PENCIL ?    No, it isn't a pencil, but it's a book 

SEE CHART 1  

LONG    SHORT   THE 
uzun    kısa     belirtme edati / bu, şu o 
 
 

For the words "long" and "short" point to the two grey pencils on Chart 1, and 

say This pencil's long. This pencil's short and translate the new words 

as you go.  For the word "long" make a sweeping action with your hand away 

from your body.  For the word "short" bring your hand to within a few inches of 

your body.  Next, point to the long pencil and ask Is this pencil long?.  Then 

point to the short pencil and ask Is this pencil short ? Always use this kind 

of question after you have just introduced a new word, as it only requires an 

easy positive answer.  Do not, however, use it afterwards in lessons of revision 

when the questions must be of a type that require a negative answer in order to 
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force the students to speak as much as possible, and also to recall the opposite of 

the word used in the question. Next  
 
 
Point to the long pencil, and ask 

IS  THIS  PENCIL  SHORT ?/    No, this pencil isn't short,  
         but it's long 

 

Point to the short pencil, and ask 

IS  THIS  PENCIL  LONG ?  No, this pencil isn't long, but it's short  
+ 
 
IS  THE  ROOM  SHORT ?   No, the room isn't short, but it's long 
 
 
 

For the last question, you could use the name of a street in the student's home 
town instead of the word "room". 

LARGE    büyük         SMALL    küçük 
 
 
 
Point to your table, and then to the box on Chart 1, and say The table's large.  
The box's small - everything, of course, being relative.  For the word "large" 
become expansive and spread your arms forward and round sideways.  For the 
word "small" put your hands tightly together into a little ball.  Then ask Is the 
table large? Is the box small?  Next, ask 
 
IS  THE  TABLE  SMALL ?    No, the table isn't small,  

but it's large 

IS  THE  BOX  LARGE ?  No, the box isn't large, but it's small 
+ 
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CITY     TOWN     VILLAGE 
şehir, site         ilçe, kasaba    köy 
 
 
Explain to the students that London is a city.  Liverpool is a city.  
Manchester is a city. Windsor is a town.  Dover is a town.  
Stratford-on-Avon is a town.  Grantchester is a village.  Stilton 
is a village.  Tintagel is a village.  Technically, any place with a cathedral 
can be called a city, but we usually think of a city as having more than about 
100,000 people.  Naturally, choose cities, towns and villages that the students are 
familiar with in their own part of the world.  Then ask Is [London] a city? Is 
[Windsor] a town? Is [Grantchester] a village?  Finally, put the 
questions  
 
 
IS  [LONDON]  A VILLAGE ?/      No,  [London]  isn't a village, but  

it's a city 

IS  [WINDSOR] A CITY ?    No, [Windsor]  isn't a city,  
+ but it's a town 

IS  [GRANTCHESTER] A TOWN ?            No, [Grantchester] isn't a  
– town, but it's a village 

OR    veya 

IS  THE  TABLE  LONG  OR  SHORT ?    The table's…  

IS  A  CITY  LARGE  OR  SMALL ?    A city's large 
 
 
SEE CHART 1 
 
MAN   WOMAN   BOY    GIRL/ 
erkek   kadın    erkek çocuk    kız 
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Point to the figures on the Chart and say This is a man. This is a woman. 
This is a boy. This is a girl.  As you say "man, woman" etc. just translate 
the one new word and not the whole sentence. Then, pointing again, just say 
"man: woman: boy: girl". This is to bring out the important word in the 
sentence and to prevent it from being confused with the other words "This is a".  
It is always important to isolate a new word in order to make it easier to 
absorb.  Next, point to the figures again and ask Is this a man? Is this a 
woman?  Is this a boy?  Is this a girl?  Finally, pointing to each figure 
again in turn, ask 
 
 
WHAT'S  THIS ?   It's a man, woman, boy, girl 

Then point to the man, and ask 

IS  THIS  A  GIRL ?   No, it isn't a girl, but it's a man 
+ 
 
Point to the woman, and ask 

IS  THIS  A  MAN ?  No, it isn't a man, but it's a woman 

Point to the boy, and ask 

IS  THIS  A  WOMAN ? No, it isn't a woman, but it's a boy 
+ 
 
Point to the girl, and ask 

IS  THIS  A  BOY ?   No, it isn't a boy, but it's a girl 
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ONE    TWO    THREE   FOUR    FIVE/ 
 1 2 3  4 5 
 Bir İki Üç Dört Beş 
 
+ 
 
Hold up your fingers one at a time, and, as you do so, count the numbers from 
one to five. Repeat this quickly two or three times, then go quickly round the 
class getting each student in turn to say a number as you hold up your fingers. 

ON      UNDER    IN 
üstünde    altında      içinde 
 
 
Put a pen, first on a book, then under the book, then in the book whilst saying 
The pen's on the book.  The pen's under the book.  The pen's in 
the book.  Then ask Is the pen on the book? Is the pen under the 
book? Is the pen in the book? Next, put the pen under the book, and ask 

IS  THE  PEN  IN  THE  BOOK ?           No, the pen isn't in the book, 
+ but it's under the book 
Put the pen on the book, and ask 

IS  THE  PEN  UNDER  THE  BOOK ?           No, the pen isn't under 
 the book, but it's on the book 

SEE CHART 1 
 
MR    MRS    MASTER    MISS 

bay        bayan (evli)        genç erkek    bayan (bekar) 
 
 
Point to the figures on Chart 1 and say This is Mr Brown.  This is Mrs 
Brown.  This is Master Brown.  This is Miss Brown.  Then ask Is 
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this Mr Brown? Is this Mrs Brown? Is this Master Brown? Is 
this Miss Brown?  Explain, if necessary, that the word "Brown" is just a 
surname used as an example.  Finally  

Point to Mr Brown, and ask 

IS  THIS  MISS  BROWN ?/     No, it isn't Miss Brown,  
+ but it's Mr Brown 

Point to Mrs Brown, and ask 

IS  THIS  MR  BROWN ?     No, it isn't Mr Brown, 
 but it's Mrs Brown 

Point to Master Brown, and ask 

IS  THIS   MRS  BROWN ?      No, it isn't Mrs Brown,  
+          but it's Master Brown 

Point to Miss Brown, and ask 

IS  THIS  MASTER  BROWN ?     No, it isn't Master Brown, 
        but it's Miss Brown 

SEE CHART 1 
 
 
BLACK  WHITE 50   GREEN   BROWN 
siyah            beyaz              yeşil            kahverengi 
 
WHAT  COLOUR ?    ne renk? 
 
 
The number 50 after the word "white" indicates that the students have so far been 
taught a vocabulary of 50 words.  Each 50 words throughout the Method is 
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marked in this way. Every now and again the teacher should point out to the 
students how many words they have learnt to date. 
 
Point to the black, white, green and brown pencils on Chart 1, and say This 
pencil's black.  This pencil's white.  This pencil's green.  This 
pencil's brown.  Repeat this once or twice. Then ask What colour's this 
pencil? and translate.  Then, picking up each pencil in turn, ask 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THIS  PENCIL ?/      This pencil's black,  
+ white... 

SIX   SEVEN   EIGHT   NINE   TEN 
 
 

  6 7 8 9 10 
 Altı Yedi Sekiz Dokuz On 
 
Repeat the same procedure as with the numbers from one to five. 

WHERE •    nerede, nereye 
 
 
Dots, such as the one next to the above word, show the new teacher the kind of 
words and points of grammar that are of more than usual importance. 

Put the pen on the book, under the table, in the book etc., and ask 
 
WHERE'S  THE  PEN ? The pen's on the book 

WHERE'S  THE  BOOK ? The book's on the table 

WHERE'S  THE  PEN ? The pen's under the table 

WHERE'S  THE  PICTURE ? The picture's on the wall 
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WHERE'S  THE  LIGHT ?  The light's on the ceiling 
+ 
 
 
LESSON  2 

SEE CHART 1 
 
 
I'M    ben … im,..um     I AM   

YOU'RE  sen … sun, siz … siniz       YOU ARE 

HE'S   o (erkekler için)     HE IS  

SHE'S   o (kadinlar için)     SHE IS 

IT'S   o (cansız cisimler ve hayvanlar için) IT IS 

 
This  part  can  be  complicated,  especially  for  children, and may need constant 
translation and repetition.  You may also find it easier to introduce "I'm" and 
"You're" separately from "He's" and "She's".  Always use the contracted forms in 
speaking, and when the students come to read, explain that we use the contracted 
forms in speaking and the long forms in writing.   
 
Point to yourself, the student, then Mr and Mrs Brown, and say and translate two 
or three times I'm Mr ....... You're Mr ....... He's Mr Brown. She's 
Mrs Brown.  Next, ask and translate Am I? Are you? Is he? Is she? 
Then, finally ask 
 
 
AM  I  MR ...............?     Yes, you're Mr .... 

ARE  YOU  MR ...............?     Yes, I'm Mr .... 

IS  HE  MR  BROWN ?     Yes, he's Mr Brown 
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IS  SHE  MRS  BROWN ?/  Yes, she's Mrs Brown 
 
 

I'M NOT    ben … değilim  I AM NOT                  
YOU AREN'T   sen … değilsin  YOU ARE NOT         
HE ISN'T    o (erkek) … değil  HE IS NOT 
SHE ISN'T    o (kadın) … değil  SHE IS NOT 
IT ISN'T    o ... değil    IT IS NOT 
 
 

Do not teach the alternatives "You're not" etc.  It will confuse the students.  
Never teach alternatives at the beginning.  It is difficult enough for the 
student to learn one thing at a time, without the teacher complicating 
matters by giving him alternatives.  The alternatives can be learnt later; 
naturally and easily. 
 
AM  I  MRS  BROWN  ?          No, you aren't Mrs Brown,  
+ but you're Mr .......... 

Point to the student, and ask 

ARE  YOU  MR ...............?/     No, I'm not Mr .... , but I'm .... 
+ 

Point to Mr Brown, and ask 

IS  HE  MR ...............?              No, he isn't Mr ...., but he's Mr Brown 
+ 

Point to Mrs Brown, and ask 

IS  SHE  MR  BROWN ?     No, she isn't Mr Brown,  
+ but she's Mrs Brown 

IN  FRONT  OF BEHIND  ME       YOU 
önünde    arkasında        ben, beni, bana sen, sana, seni 
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Put your chair in front of you, then behind you, and say The chair's in front 
of me.  The chair's behind me.  Accompany this with appropriate hand 
actions to indicate "in front of, behind," and "me."  Actions are very important at 
this stage of learning.  Next, point to the student, and say The table's in 
front of you.  The wall's behind you.  Then ask Is the chair in 
front of me?  Is the chair behind me?  Is the table in front of 
you? Is the wall behind you? Finally ask 

WHERE'S  THE  TABLE ?     The table's in front of me 
 
 
When asking the above question, hit the table with your finger, and make an 
action to indicate that the table is in front of the student, so that he knows what to 
reply: otherwise he might look puzzled, or say "The table is on the floor."  This 
kind of thing applies to any question that may appear ambiguous.  The teacher 
must make it clear what he wants the student to reply, and so not waste time 
whilst the student puzzles over what he is supposed to say.  Next, ask 

IS  THE  WALL  IN  FRONT  OF  YOU ?/  No, the wall isn't in 
          front of me, but it's  behind me 

 
Shake your head when asking this question, and point to the wall behind the 
student, so that he knows he must answer negatively, because a wall is certain to 
be in front of him, though not the one you intend. 

IS  THE  TABLE  BEHIND  ME ?   No, the table isn't behind you, 
       but it's in front of you 

SEE CHART 1 
 
 
HIM       HER      HOUSE 
onu, ona (erkek)    onu, ona (kadın)   ev 
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Point to yourself, the student, Master and Miss Brown, and the house, and say 
The wall's behind me.  The wall's behind you.  The house's 
behind him.  The house's behind her. Then repeat, and translate once or 
twice "me: you: him: her".  Accompany all this with actions.  For example, 

for the sentence "The wall's behind me", point to the wall, move your hand as if 
you were throwing something over your shoulder, and then thump your chest.  
The word "house" the students will understand from the picture.  Then ask Is 
this house behind him? Is this house behind her?  Next 
 
Point to the house and Master Brown, and make a movement which means 
behind him (Do the same with Miss Brown), and ask 
 
 

WHERE'S  THE  HOUSE ?  The house is behind him 

WHERE'S  THE  HOUSE ?  The house's behind her 
 
 
The student might answer "Master Brown" instead of "him".  If so, say the word 
"him" in an interrogative tone in the student's own language; meaning that you 
want him to give you the English translation.  This way of eliciting an answer 
from a student is always very useful.  Next, hold up Chart 1 in front of you and, 
pointing in turn to Miss Brown and then Master Brown, ask 

ARE  YOU  BEHIND  HER ?     No, I'm not behind her, but I'm in 
+ front of her 

AM  I  IN  FRONT  OF  HIM ?/            No, you aren't in front of him, 
+ but you're behind him 

STANDING    ayakta durmak        SITTING   oturmak    
 
Whilst performing the appropriate actions, say I'm standing on the floor. 
I'm sitting on the chair.  Then ask Am I standing on the floor? Am 
I sitting on the chair?  Then ask 
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ARE  YOU  STANDING  ON  THE   FLOOR ?       No, I'm not 
              standing on the floor, but I'm 

          sitting on the chair 

AM  I  SITTING  ON  THE  CHAIR ?   No, you aren't sitting on 
        the chair, but you're standing 

           on the floor 

ARE  YOU  STANDING  IN  FRONT  OF  ME ?       No, I'm not 
            standing in front of you, 
        but I'm sitting in front of you 

 
 

Do not forget to point clearly at the student every time you say "you", and at 
yourself when you say "I" or "me".  Always accompany everything you say with 
actions. They make it easier for the student to understand and they keep his 
attention on you. 

TAKING  FROM    den almak       PUTTING /    koymak 
 
 

Take the book from the table, then put it on the table, saying I'm taking the 

book from the table?  I'm putting the book on the table.  Then ask 
Am I taking the book from the table? Am I putting the book on 
the table? 

Take the book from the table, and ask 

AM  I  PUTTING  THE  BOOK  ON  THE  FLOOR ?       No,  
      you aren't putting the book on the floor, 

              but you're taking the book from the table 

AM  I  TAKING  THE  PEN  FROM  THE  TABLE ?  No, you 
        aren't taking the pen from 

         the table, but you're putting the book on the table 
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OPENING    açmak        CLOSING    kapamak     
 
 
 

Open and close the book, and say I'm opening the book.  I'm closing 
the book.  Then ask Am I opening the book?  Am I closing the 
book?  Finally 

Open the book, and ask 

AM  I  CLOSING  THE  DOOR ?/  No, you aren't closing the door, 
           but you're opening the book 

 
Close the book, and ask 

AM  I  OPENING  THE  WINDOW ? No, you aren't opening the 
           window, but you're closing the book 

DOING    yapmak  WHAT  AM  I  DOING?    ben ne yapıyorum? 
 
 
 
The question "What am I doing?" may need constant translation, even in future 
revisions.  Pick up a book, open it, close it, and put it on the table whilst asking 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ? You're taking the book from the table 
+ 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ? You're opening the book 
+ 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?/ You're closing the book 
+ 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ? You're putting the book on the table 
+ 
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SEE CHART 1 

WHICH •    hangisi    
 
 
This word may need frequent translation, as some students may find difficulty in 
remembering words beginning with a "w".  They especially confuse words like 
"where: which: what: when: who: why" etc.  Point simultaneously to the black 
and white pencils on the Chart (doing the same with the green and brown 
pencils), and ask 
 
 
WHICH  PENCIL'S  BLACK ?  This pencil's black 
 
 

As the student has to point at the pencil whilst answering, take the Chart near to 
him. 
 
 

WHICH  PENCIL'S  WHITE ?  This pencil's white 

WHICH  PENCIL'S  GREEN ?  This pencil's green 

WHICH  PENCIL'S  BROWN ?  This pencil's brown 

OPEN   açık          CLOSED    kapalı 
 
 
 
Hold up an open book and a closed book, and ask 
 
WHICH  BOOK'S  OPEN ?     This book's open 
+ 
WHICH  BOOK'S  CLOSED ?   This book's closed 
– 
 
"Open" and "closed" should be understood without difficulty from the verbs 
already learnt. With any word or phrase that the student finds difficulty in 
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understanding or remembering, or that you think he has forgotten, keep asking in 
the student's own language "What does the word ..... mean?".  When you come to 
the word "mean" in the book, you can then ask him the question in English. 

LESSON  3 

SEE CHART 1  
 
 
THIS     THAT    CHART 
bu               o, şu                             grafik, tablo 
 
For these questions stick a white pencil permanently on the wall at the back of 
the classroom, then, pointing to the black pencil on the Chart, say This 
pencil's black and, pointing to the white pencil on the wall, say That 
pencil's white.  Next, take the Chart to the student, and ask 
 
 
WHAT  COLOUR'S  THIS  PENCIL ?  This pencil's black 
+ 
Addressing the same student, point to the white pencil on the wall, and ask 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THAT  PENCIL ?  That pencil's white 
+ 
WHERE'S  THIS  PENCIL ?  This pencil's on the Chart 

WHERE'S  THAT  PENCIL ?  That pencil's on the wall 
 
 
ELEVEN  TWELVE  THIRTEEN  FOURTEEN  FIFTEEN 
 
 

 11 12 13 14 15 
 On bir On iki On üç On dört On beş 
+ 
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Adopt the same procedure as with the numbers from one to five, but first put up 
all ten digits, and say "ten", then get the students to count as you hold up your 
fingers individually. 

PLURAL   OF    SAY   ETC. / 
çoğul    -in, -den   söylemek          vesaire 
 
 
Explain to the students that The plural of "book" is "books".  We say 
one book, two books: one pen, two pens etc.  Words like "of, say" and 
"etc." in explanations, can be translated as you go along, though their meaning 
can often be guessed at by the students.  Later such words will be treated fully. 

WHAT'S  THE  PLURAL  OF  "BOOK" ?    The plural of book is 
                            books 

WHAT'S  THE  PLURAL  OF  "LIGHT" ? The plural of light is 
                                 lights 

WHAT'S  THE PLURAL  OF  "WALL" ?   The plural of wall is 
                       walls 

WE'RE    biz   WE  ARE 
 
 
Explain to the students I'm sitting and you're sitting.  We're sitting.  
Then ask 
 
 
ARE  WE  SITTING ?  Yes, we're sitting 

WHERE  ARE  WE  SITTING ?/  We're sitting on the chairs 
 
SEE CHART 1  
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THEY'RE    onlar  THEY  ARE  
 
 
 

Point to Master and Miss Brown, and say He's standing and she's 
standing.  They're standing.  Then ask 

ARE  THEY  STANDING ?     Yes, they're standing 

WHERE  ARE  THEY  STANDING ?       They're standing in front 
          of the house 

 

With the above question, you will need to make it clear by actions that you want 
the student to answer "in front of the house" or he might say "on the floor". 

WE  AREN'T   biz değiliz  WE  ARE  NOT 
 
 
 
ARE  WE  STANDING ? No, we aren't standing, but we're sitting 
+ 
ARE  WE  SITTING  ON  THE  FLOOR ?/       No, we aren't sitting 
– on the floor, but we're 

             sitting on the chairs 

THEY  AREN'T   onlar değil  THEY  ARE  NOT 
 
 
 
Point to Master and Miss Brown, and ask 

ARE  THEY  SITTING ?     No, they aren't sitting,  
+ but they're standing 

ARE  THEY  STANDING  BEHIND  THE  HOUSE ?       No, they 
– aren't standing behind the house, 
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   but they're standing in front of the house 
RED    BLUE    YELLOW    GREY 
kırmızı   mavi    sarı     gri 
 
 
SEE CHART 1  
 
Point to the pencils on the Chart and follow the same procedure as with the 
black, white, green and brown pencils by saying This pencil's red etc.  Then 
ask 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THIS  PENCIL  ETC.?/  This pencil's red etc. 
+ 

THESE     THOSE    AND 
bunlar     onlar      ve 
 
 
For these questions, stick a brown pencil permanently on the wall at the back of 
the classroom, as you did with the white pencil.  Put the two pencils about two 
metres apart with the white pencil on the left.  Then, pointing to the black pencil 
on the Chart and to the white pencil on the wall, say This pencil's black.  
That pencil's white. (Repeat the word's "this" and "that").  Next, point to the 
black and the green pencils on the Chart and the white and brown pencils on the 
wall, and say These pencils are black and green.  Those pencils are 
white and brown.  (Repeat the words "these" and "those".) 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THIS  PENCIL ? This pencil's black 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THAT  PENCIL ? That pencil's white 

WHAT  COLOUR  ARE  THESE  PENCILS ?     These pencils are 
              black and green 

WHAT  COLOUR  ARE  THOSE  PENCILS ?             Those pencils  
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       are white and brown 
WHERE  ARE  THESE  PENCILS ?/ These pencils are on 

               the Chart 

WHERE  ARE  THOSE  PENCILS ? Those pencils are on  
                the wall 

WHAT  COLOUR  ARE  THESE  CHAIRS ?      These chairs are .... 
+ 
WHAT  COLOUR  ARE  THOSE  CHAIRS ?       Those chairs are ... 
+ 
MEN     WOMEN    IRREGULAR 100 
erkekler       kadınlar     kural dışı, düzensiz 
 
 
The plurals of "man" and "woman" are irregular./ The plural 
of "man" is "men"./ We say one man, two men./ The plural of 
"woman" is "women"./ We say one woman, two women. 
 
 
The strokes in the explanations throughout the Method show the teacher where 
to pause and repeat the segment he has just spoken before moving on to the next 
segment.  If he does not do this, but gives the students the explanations in one 
continuous piece, they will become confused. 
 
 
WHAT'S  THE  PLURAL  OF  "MAN" ?        The plural of "man" 
+ is "men" 

WHAT'S  THE  PLURAL  OF  "WOMAN" ?/      The plural of 
+ "woman" is "women" 
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SIXTEEN  SEVENTEEN  EIGHTEEN  NINETEEN TWENTY 
 
 

 16 17 18 19 20 
 On altı On yedi On sekiz On dokuz Yirmi 
+ 
 
Use the same procedure as with the numbers from 11 to 15. 
 
 
SEE CHART 1 

CLOTHES •    elbise   

Touch all your clothes, and say These are clothes (and translate).  Then ask 

WHAT  ARE  THESE ?    These are clothes 

SHOE     SOCK    TROUSERS  JACKET  
ayakkabı      çorap   pantolon      ceket 
 
 
SUIT    SHIRT    TIE    HAT 
takım elbise     gömlek         kravat                şapka 
 
 
In order to go faster, especially in the revisions, instead of wasting time looking 
for the Chart, and so giving the attention of the students the opportunity to 
wander, you can point to your own articles of clothing and to those of the 
students.  "Hat" and "coat" you can mime by pretending to put on a hat and coat.  
If you cannot find all the articles of clothing among the class, and if your miming 
is too slow and unsuccessful, then it is easier to use the Chart; though, whilst you 
are looking for it, you can start with the clothes you and the students are 
wearing.  A list of words like the above is always difficult for the students to 
learn.  It is not important, therefore, if they cannot remember them first 
time; like all other words they will be repeated several times.  Take only 
three objects at a time, and ask 
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WHAT'S  THIS  ETC.?  It's a shoe etc. 
+ 
WHAT ARE THESE.?  These are trousers 
 
 
SEE CHART 2 
 
ALPHABET    alfabe       LETTER /    harf 
 
 
 
Read out the alphabet once or twice at normal speed, then, beginning at the letter 
"A" and going clockwise or systematically round the class, get each student to 
pronounce a letter. 

WHAT  LETTER'S  THIS  ETC ?     A, B, etc. 
+ 
VOWEL     sesli harf    CONSONANT    sessiz  harf 
 
 
 
Point to the vowels and say These are the five vowels a e i o u.  Then ask 
 
 
WHAT  ARE  THESE ?     These are the five vowels 
+ 
WHAT  ARE  THE  FIVE  VOWELS ?       The five vowels are "a e i  
– o u"  

The letters b c d etc. are consonants. 
 
IS  THE  LETTER  "B"  A  VOWEL ?/     No, the letter "B" isn't a  

              vowel, but it's a consonant 
 
BEFORE    önce        AFTER    sonra 
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Explain that The letter A's before the letter B; and the letter C's 
after the letter B.  At the same time make the appropriate hand actions, such 
as brushing your hand away from the letters in question.  Repeat the words 
"before" and "after".  Then ask 
 
WHICH  LETTER'S  BEFORE  E ?  D's before E 
+ 
WHICH  LETTER'S  AFTER  I ?  J's after I 
+ 
WHICH  LETTER'S  BEFORE  Z ?  Y's before Z 
+ 
WHICH  LETTER'S  AFTER  G ?  H's after G 
+ 
LESSON  4 

BETWEEN    arasında 

Explain that The letter B's between the letter A and the letter C. 

WHICH  LETTER'S  BETWEEN  D  AND  F ?          E's between D 
+ and F 

WHICH  LETTER'S  BETWEEN  H  AND  J ?           I's between H 
– and J  

WHICH  LETTER'S  BETWEEN  Q  AND  S ?          R's between Q 
– and S  

US    biz, bizi, bize 
 
Explain that The table's in front of me.  The table's in front of you.  
The table's in front of us.  Next ask Is the table in front of us ?  

Finally ask  
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WHERE'S  THE  TABLE ?/  The table's in front of us 
 
For the above question, point to the table, make an action meaning "in front of" 
and then keep pointing to yourself and the student, so that he knows what to 
answer. 
 
 
ARE  THE  WALLS  IN  FRONT  OF  US ?                  No, the walls 

             aren't in front of us, but they're behind us 

IS  THE  TABLE  BEHIND  US?        No, the table isn't behind us, 
+          but it's in front of us 

SEE CHART 1  

THEM    onlar, anları, onlara    
 
 

Point  to  Mr  and  Mrs  Brown,  and  say  The  house's  behind him.  The  
house's behind her.  The house's behind them.  Then ask Is the 
house behind them? For greater clarity you could point to yourself, the 

student etc and say "me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them".  Finally ask 
 
 
WHERE'S  THE  HOUSE ?   The house's behind them 
 
 
Immediately after asking the above question, point to the house, make a 
movement meaning "behind", and then point with two fingers at the same time 
to Mr and Mrs Brown, so that the student is in no doubt as to what he is to 
answer.  Then, holding the Chart in front of you, ask 
 

ARE  YOU  BEHIND  THEM ?      No, I'm not behind them, but  
+           I'm in front of them 

AM  I  IN  FRONT  OF  THEM ?/           No, you aren't in front of 
            them, but you're behind them 
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PUPIL    öğrenci         TEACHER    öğretmen 
 
 
Look at a student and explain that I'm the teacher.  You're the pupil.  
Then ask Am I the teacher?  Are you the pupil?   Finally ask 

AM  I  THE  PUPIL ?             No, you aren't the pupil,  
          but you're the teacher 

ARE  YOU  THE  TEACHER ?           No, I'm not the teacher,  
+         but I'm the pupil 
 
In the above, the indefinite article "a" should be used before "pupil", as there will 
usually be more than one pupil in the class, but the difference between "a" and 
"the" might confuse the student at this stage. 

SEE CHART 3 

THIRTY   FORTY   FIFTY  SIXTY  SEVENTY   EIGHTY 

 30 40 50 60 70 80 
 Otuz Kırk Elli Altmış Yetmiş Seksen 
 
 
NINETY  HUNDRED  THOUSAND  MILLION  NUMBER • 

 Doksan Yüz Bin Milyon sayı 
 
Count the numbers from 30, down the column, to 1,000,000 on the Chart once or 
twice, then go round the class asking 

WHAT  NUMBER'S  THIS ?/   30 etc. 
 
Next, count the numbers from 30 to 90, then from 13 to 19, lengthening the 
"teen" sound as you do so.  Then read out 30 - 13 : 40 - 14 etc. to show the 
difference in pronunciation, and then say 30, 40, 50 etc. are pronounced 
short: 13, 14, 15 etc. are pronounced long. Next make the students run 
down both columns including 100 : 1,000 : 1,000,000, then get them in turn to 
count across "30 - 13" etc.  Also get the students to pronounce the other numbers 
on the Chart, "313" etc., stressing the "and" before the last number pronounced. 
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WHAT  NUMBERS  ARE  THESE ?  30 - 13 : 40 - 14 etc 

WHAT  NUMBER'S  THIS ?  313 : 1,815 : 1,950,630 

PLUS  artı   EQUALS eşittir      2 + 2  =  4 
 
 
Point to the Chart and explain that 2 + 2 = 4.  Then ask 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's 2 + 2 = 4  
+ 
 
HOW  MUCH    ne kadar 

HOW  MUCH  IS  13  PLUS  5 ?/  13 plus 5 equals 18 

          For children 

HOW  MUCH  IS  18  +  40  5    +  10 
      60  +  19  6    +    3 
      16  +  30  20  +  15 
      90  +  15  10  +  30 / 
 
 
Point out the numbers as the answers are given, just in case some of the students 
do not understand.  After three or four revisions, children might be able to do the 
adult sums. 
 
Below are the instructions for the teacher to ask the students to read Lesson One.  
Until now, if it has been possible, the students should not have opened their 
books.  They should have learnt everything by ear in order to acquire the 
teacher's pronunciation.  If they see the words before they have mastered their 
sounds, they are more likely to pronounce them in the way they remember them 
to have been written rather than how they were spoken by the teacher, as visual 
memory is usually stronger than aural memory. 
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The reading of past lessons also acts as a revision of past work.  The lessons are 
divided up into sections of about 25 words.  Each student reads a section.  If 
there are more than eight or so students in the class, those who have not read will 
have to read next lesson.  The teacher can get the students to read in a set order, 
so that all he has to say is "Next" when a student stops reading.  But, if they are 
inattentive and it is a large class, it is probably better for the teacher to walk 
round and select a student to read next just by touching him, so that no one 
knows when his turn is coming.  This means each student must pay constant 
attention and not lose his place in the book. 
 
As the students read they must also answer the questions.  Some, of course, 
cannot be answered, as they need to be accompanied by the teacher's 
demonstration, such as, "Are you behind them ?"  The students only answer 
those that are in no way confusing, such as "Is London a village?"  Most 
questions, however, have written answers next to them. 

STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  1  ON  PAGE  1 

THERE'S    vardır (tekil)  THERE  IS  
 
 
 

Explain that There's a pen on the book.  There's a picture on the 
wall.  There's a table in this room.  "There's" and "there are" may need 
frequent translation.  Next, take a book and a pen near to a student and ask  

IS  THERE  A  PEN  ON  THIS  BOOK ?   Yes, there's a pen on 
        this book 

IS  THERE  A  LIGHT  ON  THE  CEILING?    Yes, there's a light 
                  on the ceiling 

IS  THERE  A  TABLE  IN  THIS  ROOM?/  Yes, there's 
− a table in this room 

THERE  ARE    vardır (çoğul)    NOW    şimdi 
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Explain that There's one pen on the book.  There are two pens on the
book now.  The word "now" can be translated as you go along.  Make sure the
students put "there's" and "there are" at the beginning of the sentence and not
anywhere else. 
 
 
IS  THERE  A  PEN  ON  THE  BOOK? Yes, there's a pen on  

                 the book 
ARE  THERE  TWO  PENS  ON  THE  BOOK  NOW?   Yes, there 

are two pens on the book now 
ARE  THERE  [12]  CHAIRS  IN  THIS  ROOM?/     Yes, there are 

             [12] chairs in this room 
ARE  THERE  [2]  PICTURES  ON  THESE  WALLS?  Yes, there 

are [2] pictures on these walls 
 

THERE  ISN'T   yoktur (tekil)  THERE  IS  NOT  
 
 
IS  THERE  A  PEN  ON  THE  BOOK ?  No, there isn't a pen 

                 on the book 
IS  THERE  A  BOOK  ON  THE  FLOOR ?        No, there isn't a 
+   book on the floor 
IS  THERE  A  CHAIR  ON  THE  TABLE ?/        No, there isn't a  
−  chair on the table  
 

THERE  AREN'T   yoktur (çoğul)  THERE  ARE  NOT 
 
 
ARE  THERE  TWO  CHAIRS  ON  THE  TABLE ?     No, there 

            aren't two chairs on the table 
ARE  THERE  A  HUNDRED  PICTURES  IN  THIS  ROOM?/ 
+ 
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        No, there aren't  
 a hundred pictures in this room, 

            but there are ... pictures in this room 

ARE  THERE  A  THOUSAND  CHAIRS  IN  THIS  ROOM? 
 No, there aren't 

     a thousand chairs in this room, 
 but there are ... chairs in this room 

 

HIGH •     yüksek         LOW •    alçak     
 
 
Explain that The wall's high, but the chair's low 

IS  THE  CHAIR  HIGH?  No, the chair isn't high, but it's low 
+ 
 
IS  THE  WALL  LOW ?  No, the wall isn't low, but it's high 

IS  THE  TABLE  HIGH ?  No, the table isn't high, but it's low 

LESSON  5 

NEITHER  ...  NOR    ne ... ne de     
 
 
Translate the words "neither...nor" as the student answers; and, as you say (or try 
to elicit the words), "neither...nor" from the student, sway first to one side then to 
the other whilst moving your hand as in a benediction. 

Point to the table, and ask 

IS  THIS  A  CEILING  OR  A  FLOOR ?              No, it's neither a  
             ceiling nor a floor, but it's a table. 
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ARE  THERE  A  HUNDRED  CHAIRS  IN  THIS  ROOM  OR  A 
THOUSAND  CHAIRS ?      No, there are neither a hundred chairs 

        in this room nor a thousand chairs, but there are... 
chairs in this room 

ARE  YOU  MR  BROWN  OR  MR  SMITH ?/          No, I'm neither 
Mr Brown nor Mr Smith, but I'm Mr ... 

IMPERATIVE   TAKE !   PUT !   OPEN !  
emir, mecburi              al !          koy!     aç! 
 
 
CLOSE !         PLEASE     
kappa       lütfen     
 
 
Explain that The imperative is take! put! open! close! etc.  Then, 
pointing to a book and making a taking action, but without touching the book, 
say to a student 

TAKE  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! 
+ 
 
Then ask a second student 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's taking the book 
+ 
Make one student do all the following actions whilst the other students, in turn, 
answer 

OPEN  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE !  
− 
WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's opening the book 
− 
CLOSE  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! / 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's closing the book 
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PUT  THE  BOOK  ON  THE  TABLE,  PLEASE ! 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's putting the book on the table 
 
 
SEE CHART 1  
 
 
HERE    burada, burası, buraya   THERE    orada, orası, oraya    
 
 
Point to the black pencil on the Chart in front of you and the white pencil on the 
wall, and say The black pencil's here.  The white pencil's there 
(Repeat the words "here" and "there").  Then ask Is the black pencil here ? 
Is the white pencil there ? Naturally, ask a student who is sitting near the 
black pencil for the word "here" and one who is far from the white pencil for the 
word "there".  With the following questions, make it quite clear the answer you 
expect by pointing downwards emphatically in front of the student for "here" and 
at a distance for "there". 

WHERE'S  THE  BLACK  PENCIL ?      The black pencil's here in  
            front of me 

WHERE'S  THE  WHITE  PENCIL ?/        The white pencil's there 
                    on the wall 

ARE  YOU  SITTING  THERE?              No, I'm not sitting there, 
+       but I'm sitting here 
 

IS  THE  WHITE  PENCIL  HERE  IN  FRONT  OF  YOU ? 
No, the white pencil isn't  

     here in front of me, but it's there on the wall 

STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  2  ON  PAGE  10 
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CAPITAL   ENGLAND  RUSSIA  GREECE  CHINA  
başkent    Ingiltere    Rusya   Yunanistan  Çin 
 
 
LONDON  MOSCOW  ATHENS  PEKING (BEIJING) 
Londra   Moskova   Atina   Pekin 
 
 
Explain that London's the capital of England.  Moscow's the 
capital of Russia.  Athens's the capital of Greece.  Peking's the 
capital of China. With the following questions insist on the student 
answering "London's the capital of England" etc., and not "The capital of 
England is London".  As the former is more common, it will help the student in 
the future to form such sentence structures.  Note that Peking is now called 
Beijing. 
 

WHAT'S  THE  CAPITAL  OF  ENGLAND?/            London's the 
 capital of England 

WHAT'S  THE  CAPITAL  OF  RUSSIA ?                  Moscow's the 
+     capital of Russia 

WHAT'S  THE  CAPITAL  OF  GREECE ?         Athens's the capital 
−      of Greece 

WHAT'S  THE  CAPITAL  OF  CHINA ?                     Peking's the 
          capital of China 

READING    okumak        WRITING    yazmak 
 
 
 
Explain with appropriate actions that I'm reading the book.  Now, I'm 
writing in the book.  Then ask Am I reading the book ? Am I 
writing in the book?  Finally ask 
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WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?  You're reading the book 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?/  You're writing in the book 

AM  I  WRITING  IN  THE  BOOK ?       No, you aren't writing in 
      the book, but you're reading the book 

AM  I  READING  THE  BOOK ?    No, you aren't reading the book, 
+        but you're writing in the book 

SEE CHART 1  
 
 
COAT  STOCKING  DRESS  SKIRT 150  
palto  bayan çorabı   elbise   etek 
 
 
BLOUSE PULLOVER POCKET HANDKERCHIEF 
bluz       kazak, süveter      cep      mendil 
 
 
WHAT'S  THIS  ETC.?     It's a coat etc. 
+ 
 

HOW  MANY ?/    kaç tane 
 
 

Translate as you ask the following first question.  Make sure the student answers 
with "there's" in the fourth question, and not with "there are". 

HOW  MANY  PICTURES  ARE  THERE  ON  THESE  WALLS? 
  There are 

   ... pictures on these walls 

HOW  MANY  DOORS  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  ROOM? 
        There's one 

         door in this room 
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HOW  MANY  CHAIRS  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  ROOM ?/ 
+    There are ... chairs 

          in this room 

HOW  MANY  TEACHERS  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  ROOM? 
−    There's one 

        teacher in this room 
GOING  TO   gitmek 
 
 
Walk  towards  the  window,  then  the  door,  then  the  wall,  whilst saying I'm 
going to the window.  I'm going to the door.  I'm going to the 
wall.  When saying the word "to", point forcefully to the object you are 
approaching.  Next, ask Am I going to the window ?  Am I going to 
the door ?  Am I going to the wall ? 
 
 
Go to the door whilst asking... 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?  You're going to the door 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?  You're going to the window 

WHERE  AM  I  GOING ?  You're going to the wall 

AM  I  GOING  TO  THE  DOOR ?          No, you aren't going to the 
+       door, but you're going to the window 

LESSON  6 

EUROPE  ASIA   ITALY   FRANCE  INDIA 
Avrupa      Asya  Italya  Fransa         Hindistan 
 
Explain that Italy's in Europe.  France's in Europe.  China's in Asia.  India's 
in Asia etc.  Then ask 
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IS  GREECE  IN  ASIA ?           No, Greece isn't in Asia, but it's in 
+           Europe 

IS  INDIA  IN  EUROPE ? No, India isn't in Europe, but it's 
               in Asia 

ARE  FRANCE  AND  ITALY  IN  ASIA ?  No, France and Italy 
     aren't in Asia, but they're in Europe 

SEE  CHART  2  
 
 
FIRST 1st. •  SECOND 2nd. THIRD 3rd.  FOURTH 4th. 
birinci            ikinci      üçüncü                  dördüncü 
 
 
FIFTH 5th  SIXTH 6th  TWELFTH  TWENTIETH 
beşinci         altıncı                onikinci          yirminci 
 
 
CARDINAL     asıl       ORDINAL/    sıra sayısı     
 
 
 
Point to the letters A, B and C and say A's the first letter of the 
alphabet, B's the second letter of the alphabet, and C's the third 
letter of the alphabet.  Hold up your fingers and repeat "First: Second: 
Third.". Then ask Which's the first letter of the alphabet ?  
Which's the second letter of the alphabet ?  Which's the third 
letter of the alphabet ?  Stress the pronunciation of the word "the" before 
the word "alphabet", but do not comment on it. 
 
Point out that "1st., 2nd. and 3rd" are irregular, and that after that all 
the ordinal numbers finish in "th".  Point out also that the cardinal numbers 
are "one, two, three etc.", and the ordinal numbers are "first, 
second, third etc."  
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Finally, beginning with the letter "A", go systematically round the class asking 
each student to say an ordinal number as you point to each letter of the alphabet.  
Point out the irregular pronunciation of "twentieth", and stress the definite article 
before each number. 
 
 
Hold up your first finger and say 

A'S  THE ...    The first 

B'S  THE ... ETC.   The second etc. 
 
 
Then ask 

WHICH'S  THE  FIRST  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ?  A's 
+ the first letter of the alphabet 

WHICH'S  THE  THIRD  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ?       C's 
+           the third letter of the alphabet 

WHICH'S  THE  FIFTH  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ?/       E's 
+           the fifth letter of the alphabet 

WHICH'S  THE  TWELFTH  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ? 
+         L's the twelfth 

letter of the alphabet 

WHICH'S  THE  THIRTEENTH  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET? 
−      M's the ... 

WHICH'S  THE  TWENTIETH  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET? 
−         T's the ... 

WHICH'S  THE  TWENTY-FIRST  LETTER ?/   U's the ... 
− 
WHICH'S  THE  TWENTY-THIRD  LETTER ?           W's the ... 
+ 
WHICH'S  THE  TWENTY-FIFTH  LETTER ? Y's the ... 
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WHAT  ARE  THE  CARDINAL  NUMBERS ? The cardinal 
            numbers are 1,2,3, etc. 

WHAT  ARE  THE  ORDINAL  NUMBERS? The ordinal 
           numbers are 1st., 2nd., 3rd., etc. 

STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  3  ON  PAGE  17 

LAST    son 
 
 
The word "last" is introduced naturally at the end of the above list, and should be 
easily understood if you give a quick horizontal cut of your hand. 

WHICH'S  THE  LAST  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ?   Z's the 
+     last letter of the alphabet 

IS  "A"  THE  LAST  LETTER  OF  THE  ALPHABET ?/ No, "A" 
     isn't the last letter of the alphabet, 

but it's the first letter of the alphabet 
GIVE    ver / vermek 
 
 
Ask the student to take the book. Then, holding out your hand,  ask the student to 
give you the book.  Do not confuse the students by giving them the alternative 
form "Give the book to me!" This form is possibly less used, and one thing at a 
time is enough. 

TAKE  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! 

GIVE  ME  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! 
 
 
Then, to a second student, ask  

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's giving you the book 
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TAKE  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! 

GIVE  HIM  THE  BOOK,  PLEASE ! 

Then, to a third student, ask 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?/  He's giving him the book 

FRENCH   GERMAN  ITALIAN   ENGLISH 
Fransız   Alman   Italyan   Ingiliz 
 
 
ARE  YOU  [FRENCH]  OR  [GERMAN] ?               No, I'm neither 

               [French] nor [German], but I'm ..... 

AM  I  [ITALIAN]  OR  [FRENCH]?   No, you're neither [Italian] 
      nor [French], but you're [English] 

ARE  THE  PUPILS  [GERMAN]  OR  [ENGLISH]? The pupils are ..... 
 
For the above questions, change the words according to the nationality of the 
students. 

MY •    benim         YOUR    senin 
 
 

Point to the relevant books, and explain that This is my book, and that is 
your book. Then ask Is this my book ?  Is that your book ? Next, 
indicate your handkerchief and say 

IS  THIS  YOUR  HANDKERCHIEF ?/       No, it isn't my handkerchief, 
+       but it's your handkerchief 
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Then point to something the student is wearing, and ask  
 
IS  THAT  MY  DRESS ?    No, it isn't your dress, but it's my dress 
 
 
SEE  CHART  1  

HIS onun (erkek)    HER    onun (kadın) 
 
 

Point to Mr and Mrs Brown, and say These are his shoes, and these are 
her shoes.  Then ask Are these his shoes ? Are these her shoes ?  
For a man we say "his" for a woman we say "her". 

Point to Mrs Brown's shoes, then to Mr Brown, and ask 

ARE  THESE  HIS  SHOES ?             No, they aren't his shoes, but 
            they're her shoes 

Point to Mr Brown's shoes, then to Mrs Brown, and ask 

 
ARE  THESE  HER  SHOES ?             No, they aren't her shoes, but 

             they're his shoes 

Point to Mrs Brown's dress, then to Mr Brown, and ask  

IS  THIS  HIS  DRESS ?      No, it isn't his dress, but it's her dress 

Point to Mr Brown's suit, then to Mrs Brown, and ask 

IS  THIS  HER  SUIT ?           No, it isn't her suit, but it's his suit 
+ 
WHAT  COLOUR'S  HIS  SUIT ?/ His suit's black 
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OUR     YOUR     THEIR  
bizim    sizin     onların 
 
 
Explain that This is my book.  That is your book.  These are our 
books.  Then, pointing to Mr and Mrs Brown, explain that These are his 
shoes.  These are her shoes.  These are (pointing to them both together) 
their shoes. 
 
Point to Mr and Mrs Brown's shoes, then at the student and yourself, and ask 

ARE  THESE  OUR  SHOES ?             No, they aren't our shoes,  
+ but they're their shoes 
 

Point out here by heavy stressing that the words "they're" and "their" have a 
similar or even identical pronunciation. 

WHAT  COLOUR  ARE  THEIR  SHOES ?     Their shoes are black 

Point to the student's book and your book, then at Mr and Mrs Brown, and ask 

ARE  THESE  THEIR  BOOKS ?        No, these aren't their books, 
               but they're our books 

 

WHERE  ARE  OUR  BOOKS ?/    Our books are on the table 
 
From now on the demonstration questions will not be included.  They are still to 
be asked, of course, and can easily be deduced from the demonstration sentences.  
For example I am going to the window is the demonstration sentence from 
which we ask Am I going to the window? as the demonstration question.  
Such a question is not asked in the revision.  The type which takes its place is 
something like What am I doing? which forces the student to recall the 
words "going to" in his answer. 
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ALL    hepsi 
 
 
Explain that  All  the walls in this room are white.   All the books in 
this room are English books.  All the students are sitting.  The 

word "all" has two positions in a sentence, which are "All the students are 

sitting" or "The students are all sitting."  For the sake of simplicity, just teach the 

former position. 
 
ARE  ALL  THE  WALLS  IN  THIS  ROOM  WHITE  (GREEN 
OR  BLUE  ETC.) ?       Yes, all the walls in this room are white 

ARE  ALL  THE  BOOKS  IN  THIS  ROOM  ENGLISH  BOOKS ? 
+ Yes, all the books 
 in this room are English books 

ARE  ALL  THE  PUPILS  SITTING ?        Yes, all the pupils 
are sitting 

 

LESSON  7 

BODY    vücut 
 
 
Thump your chest and a few parts of your body, and say, and translate "This is 
the body". 
 
 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  This is the body 

Point to a female, or to Mrs. Brown and your own body, and ask 

IS  THIS  HER  BODY ? No, it isn't her body, but it's your body 
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PART    FOOT    FEET 
kısım    ayak      ayaklar 
 
 

Explain that This part of the body is the foot.  The plural of "foot" 
is "feet". 
 
 
WHAT  PART  OF  THE  BODY  IS  THIS ?        This part of the 
+        body is the foot 

WHAT'S  THE  PLURAL  OF  FOOT ?      The plural of foot is feet 
+ 
 
LEG   BACK   ARM    WRIST 
bacak   sırt    kol           bilek 
 
 
HAND    FINGER   THUMB/ 
el      parmak    başparmak 
 
 
Point to the various parts of your body, taking three parts at a time, and ask 
(without commenting on “the” and “an”) 

WHAT'S  THIS ?           It's a leg, the back, an arm, a wrist etc. 
+ 
 

PERSON    kişi, insan        PEOPLE    insanlar 
 
 
 
Explain that I'm a person; you're a person; Mr. Brown's a person; 
Mrs. Brown's a person etc./ The plural of "person" is "people"./ 
We say one person two people. Then ask 

WHAT’S  THE  PLURAL  OF  PERSON ?   The plural of person is people 
+ 
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HOW  MANY  PEOPLE  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  ROOM ? 
There are ..... people in this room 

HOW  MANY  PEOPLE  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  CITY  (TOWN 
OR  VILLAGE) ?/   There are ... people in this ......... 
− 
 

If the student does not know the number of people there are in the place where 
he lives, tell him in his own language and get him to translate. 
 
 
COMING  FROM    den gelmek 
 
 
Go to the window and return, whilst saying  I'm going to the window. I'm 
coming from the window.  As you say the word "from" wave your hand as 
if you were pulling something or beckoning a car to overtake. 

Come from the door and ask 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?             You're coming from the door 

Go to the window 

AM  I  COMING  FROM  THE  WINDOW ?          No, you aren't 
+   coming from the window, 

         but you're going to the window 
Come from the window, and ask 

AM  I  GOING  TO  THE  WINDOW ?         No, you aren't going to 
         the window, but you're coming 

            from the window 
TOUCH    dokunmak 
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Explain with actions that  I'm  touching  the  wall.   I'm  touching  the 
book etc. Touch these objects just with your finger tips to save misunder-
standing. 
 
 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?/  You're touching the wall 
+ 
 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?  You're touching the picture 

TOUCH  YOUR  TIE  (DRESS,  SHOE  ETC.),  PLEASE  

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's touching his tie etc. 

STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  4  ON  PAGE  24 

SEE  CHART  2 

SENTENCE    cümle 
 
 
Point to the sentence (Verbs are words we use for actions)  on Chart 2, translate 
it, and then say  This is a sentence. 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a sentence 
 
 
 

WORD VERB USE FOR 200 ACTION 
kelime   fiil                kullanmak         için               hareket 
 

Point to the sentence again and say This is a word.  This is the word 
"verbs".  This is a word.  This is the word "use".  There are 
seven words in this sentence.  Do not worry about all the new words in 
the sentence.  "Word" is the important word to be learnt.  The other words are  
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included just to help your explanation later of the Present Simple Tense.  They 
are not meant to be taught at this stage.  Then ask 
 
 
WHAT'S  THIS ?/  It's a word 

HOW  MANY  WORDS  ARE  THERE  IN  THIS  SENTENCE ? 
+ There are 7 words in this sentence 

WHICH'S  THE  FIRST  WORD  OF  THIS  SENTENCE ? 

−  "Verbs" is the first word of this sentence 

WHICH'S  THE  THIRD  WORD  OF  THIS  SENTENCE ? 

+          "Words" is the third word of this sentence 

WHICH'S  THE  FIFTH  WORD  OF  THIS  SENTENCE ?/ 

         "Use" is the fifth word of this sentence 

WHICH'S  THE  SIXTH  WORD ?       "For" is the sixth word 
       of this sentence 

WHICH'S  THE  LAST  WORD ? "Actions" is the last word 
            of this sentence 

QUESTION  MARK ?   FULL  STOP .   COMMA , 
soru işareti?             nokta.                 virgül, 
 
SEMI-COLON  ;    noktalı virgül; 

 
 

Point to the Chart, and ask    

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a question mark 
+ 
WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a full stop 
+ 
WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a comma 
+ 
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WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a semi-colon 
− 
 
ASH - TRAY    kültablası    
 
 
Point to the  word  "ash-tray"  on  Chart 2,  and  say  This is the word "ash-
tray", then ask 
 
 
WHAT  WORD'S  THIS ?/           It's the word "ash-tray" 

IS  THERE  AN  ASH-TRAY  ON  THE  TABLE ? 
+ 
 

PRONOUNCE  DOES       DO   MEAN 
telafuz etmek     yapmak (3. tekil şahıs)      yapmak        demek istemek 
 
 
AS   AUXILIARY  NOTHING 
gibi          yardımcı           hiçbirşey 
 
 
Say the word "book" and then say I'm pronouncing the word "book."  
Say the word "ash-tray" and say I'm pronouncing the word "ash-
tray."  Then ask What am I doing ?  Next, read the question and the 
answer on Chart 2 (What does the word "do" mean ?  As an 
auxiliary verb it means nothing) for the students to hear the correct 
pronounciation of the words before being asked to pronounce them.  Do not 
worry about all the new words in the question and answer, they are put in just to 
accustom the students to hearing them for when you come to explain the Present 
Simple.  They are not meant to be taught at this stage. 
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Point to the word "does" on the Chart, and say 
 
 

PRONOUNCE  THIS  WORD,  PLEASE  Does 
+ 
 
Then to a second student ask 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?        He's pronouncing the word "does" 
+ 
 

PRONOUNCE  THIS  WORD,  PLEASE /  Auxiliary 
 
 
Then to a third student ask 

WHAT'S  SHE  DOING ?   She's pronouncing the word "auxiliary" 

A   AN •   THE   THE 
bir   bir    belirtme edatı  belirtme edatı 
 
 

Point to the Chart, and explain that We say a book, but an ash-tray./ 
The book, but the ash-tray./ Before a consonant we say "a" - a 
book. Before a vowel we say "an" - an ash-tray./ Before a 
consonant we say "the" - the book.  Before a vowel we say "the" 
- the ash-tray. Then get a different student, in turn, to pronounce each of the 
words. 
 
 
PRONOUNCE  THESE  WORDS,  PLEASE     A book: an  
+ ash-tray the book: the ash-tray 

RIGHT    doğru    WRONG    yanlış     
 
 
Point to the Chart, and explain that 2 + 2 = 4 is right,/ but 2 + 2 = 5 is 
wrong 
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2  +  2  =  7  :  IS  THAT  RIGHT ? No, it isn't right,  
        but it's wrong 

THE  WALL'S  HIGH : IS  THAT  WRONG ?    No, it isn't wrong, 
                    but it's right 

IS  IT  RIGHT  YOU'RE  MR.  BROWN ?        No, it isn't right I'm 
+         Mr. Brown, but it's wrong.  I'm ..... 
 

EXERCISE  1  FOR  HOMEWORK  
 
Homework is not essential with the Callan Method - a language is, initially, best 
learnt orally.  If, however, the student wishes to do some homework, he can write 
out the answers to the exercises as they appear in the Method. The actual 
exercises and answers are to be found in the Handbook. 
 
By listening to his tapes or CDs and reading his book for five to ten minutes each 
day and doing the written exercises, the student could reduce his studying time 
quite considerably - perhaps by 10% or more - reducing a ten-month course to 
nine months. 
 
The student, however, should only do the exercises if he really wants to. If he is 
forced to do them against his will, it will reduce his pleasure in learning the 
language. Also, homework puts the onus of learning on him and not on the 
teacher and the Method, where it belongs. 
 
The exercises should not be gone through in class. They should be done 
externally to the lesson, and not discussed during the lesson. This would waste 
time, as they are not essential to the Method. 
 
If, by the end of Stage 4, the student is still having difficulty with his written 
English, the teacher could ask him (for the student's own benefit), to go through 
all the exercises at home. It is important, however, that such a measure is not 
resorted to until the student has reached the end of Stage 4, or even Stage 6.  Up 
to that point, the student's written English is not of great importance, and usually 
improves automatically as his spoken English improves. 
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LESSON  8 
 
SEE CHART 2 

QUESTION     soru       ANSWER    cevap     
 
 
Point to the question and answer (ie. What does the word "do" mean ? As an 
auxiliary ...) on Chart 2, and say This is a question; and this is an 
answer 
 
 
WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a question 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's an answer 

IS  THIS  AN  ANSWER ? No, it isn't an answer,  
                but it's a question 

MEANING    anlam 
 
 
Point to the words on Chart 2, and explain that The meaning  of  the  word 
"use" in ..... is ".....".  The meaning of the word "action" in ..... is 
".....".  The meaning of the word "nothing" in ..... is ".....". Fill in 
the empty spaces with the words in the student's own language. For example, the 
meaning of the word “use” in Italian is “usare”. 
 
 

WHAT'S  THE  MEANING  OF  THE  WORD  "USE"  IN  ... ? 
+ The meaning of the word "use" in ..... is "..............." 

WHAT'S  THE  MEANING  OF  THE  WORD  "ACTION"  IN ...?/ 

− The meaning 

 of the word "action" in ..... is "..............." 
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WHAT'S  THE  MEANING  OF  THE  WORD  "NOTHING" 
IN ..... ? 
 The meaning of the word "nothing" in ..... is "..............." 
 
 
The words "mean" and "meaning" are very useful words to be used a lot in the 
future in order to ask the student "What does the word ... mean ?" whenever you 
think he has forgotten the meaning of a word. 
 
 
NAME    isim 
 
 
Explain that My name's  Mr.  Smith.   Your  name's  Mr. ..... .   His 
name's Mr. Brown, and notice that in the questions below you are revising 

the possessive pronouns "my, your" etc., so you need to stress them.  Then ask 
 
 
WHAT'S  MY  NAME ?  Your name's ..... 

WHAT'S  YOUR  NAME ?  My name's ..... 
+ 
 

See Chart 1, and point to Mr. and Mrs. Brown (or to two other students), and ask 
 
 
WHAT'S  HIS  NAME ?  His name's Mr. Brown 

WHAT'S  HER  NAME ?  Her name's Mrs. Brown 

HEAD    FACE   CHIN   MOUTH 
baş         yüz    çene      ağız 
 
 
NOSE  EYE  EAR  HAIR  TONGUE/ 
burun  göz   kulak  saç   dil 
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Explain that This is the head.  This is the face. etc., (taking three parts of 
the head at a time), then ask 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's the head etc. 
+ 
 
REMAINING    kalmak 
 
 
"Remaining"  needs  little  explaining.  Ask  the  question,  and when the student 
answers "No, I'm not going to the door, but I'm ..." spread the fingers of one hand 
wide giving a pressing down movement with the hand at the same time, and say 
"remaining". The meaning should be evident, but you can also translate. The first 
two questions serve also as a revision of "going to" and "coming from". Be 
careful that the students do not think that "remaining" is just another word for 
"sitting". 
 
 
Go to the window and ask 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ? You're going to the window 

WHAT  AM  I  DOING ? You're coming from the window 

ARE  YOU  GOING  TO  THE  WINDOW ?        No, I'm not 
+        going to the window,  

             but I'm remaining on the chair 
 
Go to the window again, and ask 

AM  I  REMAINING  ON  THE  CHAIR ?                 No, you aren't 
      remaining on the chair,  

               but you're going to the window 
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COUNTRY     ülke, vatan        GERMANY /    Almanya     
 
 
 

Explain that England's a country.  Germany's a country.  France's 
a country.  Then ask 

WHAT'S  THE  NAME  OF  YOUR  COUNTRY ?             .... is the 
+ name of my country 

WHAT'S  THE  NAME  OF  THE  COUNTRY  BETWEEN 
ENGLAND  AND  GERMANY ? France's the name of the 

       country between England and Germany 

STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  5  ON  PAGE  30 

TRANSLATE    tercüme etmek      INTO    e, -in içerisine     
 
 
 
First say The book is on the table. Then translate it into the students' own 
language. Then say I'm translating a sentence from English into ..... 
A literal translation is always preferable, providing it makes sense to the 
students. 

SEE  CHART  2 

Point to the sentence on Chart 2, and say 
 
VERBS  ARE  WORDS  WE  USE  FOR  ACTIONS.  Then translate 
the sentence into the students' own language, and ask 
 
 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?   You're translating a sentence from 

                  English into ..... 
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TRANSLATE  THIS  SENTENCE,  PLEASE   "THE  WORD 
"DO"  MEANS  NOTHING"/ 
+ 
 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ? He's translating a sentence from 
             English into ..... 

TRANSLATE  THIS  SENTENCE,  PLEASE   "THE  WALL'S 
HIGH" 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ?  He's translating a sentence from  
         English into .... 

WHO •    kim 
 
 
This word will probably need constant translation.  Point to yourself, the student, 
the Brown family in Chart One, or other students in the class, and ask 
 
 
WHO  AM  I ?   You're Mr. Smith 

WHO  ARE  YOU ? I'm Mr. Rossi 
+ 
 

WHO'S  HE ?   He's Master Brown 

WHO'S  SHE ?   She's Miss Brown 

WHO  ARE  THEY ?/ They're Mr. and Mrs. Brown 
 
 
THING    şey 
 
 
Pick up different objects, and say This is a thing.  This is a thing. etc.  
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Then ask 
 
 
HOW  MANY  THINGS  ARE  THERE  ON  THIS  BOOK ? 
 

               There are three things on that book 

WHAT'S  THE  NAME  OF  THIS  THING ?      The name of that 
+   thing is a tie 

WHAT  COLOUR'S  THIS  THING ?               This thing's red 
 
 
SEE  CHART  1 

TALL    SHORT    SCANDINAVIA 
uzun    kısa      İskandinavya 
 
 

Explain that Mr. Brown's tall, but Miss Brown's short.  Then ask, whilst 
moving your hand high and low as you do so. 
 
 
IS  MR.  BROWN  SHORT ?/          No, Mr. Brown isn't short, 
−   but he's tall 

IS  MISS  BROWN  TALL ?           No, Miss Brown isn't tall, 
               but she's short 

ARE  THE  PEOPLE  OF  SCANDINAVIA  SHORT ?  No, the 
             people of Scandinavia aren't 

                short, but they're tall 

DIFFERENCE    WHILST    THAT 
fark              iken          şu, o, ki 
 
 
Explain that "tall" and "short" we use for people,/ whilst "high" 
and "low" we use for things.  Translate the word "whilst" as you proceed,  
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and in the revision get the student to put it in by giving him the word in his own 
language and making him translate.  Do the same with the word "that" in the 
answer below.  The word "tall" can, of course, be used for things, e.g. a tall 
building, but such exceptions would only confuse the students at this stage of 
their studies. 
 
 

WHAT'S  THE  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  "TALL"  AND 
"SHORT"  AND  "HIGH"  AND  "LOW" ?/                The difference 
+      between "tall" and "short" and "high" 

    and "low" is that "tall" and "short" we use for people, 
            whilst "high" and "low" we use for things 

 
 

DICTATIONS: A dictation is probably the most difficult part of learning 
English, so do not worry too much at the beginning if the students spell badly.  
English people themselves sometimes find difficulty in spelling.  The dictations 
are arranged so as to put as many recently acquired words into each sentence in 
order not to waste time having the student write down words he has already 
mastered.  For this reason the dictations are composed of unconnected sentences. 
 
Much later on, the dictations become more complex, and even relate part of a 
story.  One of the functions of a dictation is to allow the student time to 
concentrate on the slow, exact pronunciation of each word.  This is something he 
has no time to do when answering questions orally.  Without dictations he may, 
for example, never notice the difference between the words "called" and "cold".  
Dictations can also revise points of grammar.  For example, "The Present Simple 
we use for ...". 
 
Do not read the dictation through before and after dictating; this wastes time.  
Dictate immediately at slightly slower than normal speaking speed, repeating 
each segment once or twice, depending on the speed and ability of the students. 
If a student is not sure of the spelling of a word, he should either guess at it or 
leave a space.  He should not hold up the dictation.  After dictating, the students 
open their books and correct their dictations themselves with a red pen, whilst 
the teacher walks around the room looking over their shoulders to see that they 
are correcting properly.  Every now and then the teacher can collect up the 
dictations and mark them himself, in order to see what progress is being made, 
and to give marks if necessary.  By marking the dictations immediately 
themselves, the students can see their mistakes whilst the pronunciation of the  
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words is still ringing in their ears.  At a private school, in order to save time, the 
students should correct their dictations immediately after the lesson, whilst, with 
the “Teach-Each-Other” system, the students can do their dictations from the 
Callan Method Tapes or CDs, or from the Callan Method website. 
 
 

DICTATION  1 
 
What's this?/ It's a pen./ Is this/ a pencil/ or a book?/ Is the/ long 
table/ black?/ No, it isn't,/ it's white./ The short box/ is green./ A city 
is large/ but a village/ is small./ Is Mr Brown/ a man?/ Yes, he is./ Is 
Miss Brown/ a boy or a girl?/ She's a girl./ One, two, three,/ four, 
five./ Is the card/ on the wall/ or under/ the chair?/ No,/ it's in the 
box./ What colour/ is the ceiling? 
 
 
LESSON  9 

ASKING    sormak        ANSWERING    cevaplamak 
 
 
 
Pick up a pen and ask What's this?  The student will answer It's a pen.  
Then you say I'm asking you a question.  Pick up a book, and ask 
What's this?  The student will answer It's a book.  Then you ask What 
am I doing?  and get a second student to answer You're asking him a 
question.  With the word "answering" adopt the same procedure, i.e. pick up a 
pen, and ask What's this? and when the pupil answers It's a pen you say 
I'm asking you a question, and you're answering my question. 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a pen 
+ 
WHAT  AM  I  DOING ?  You're asking him a question 
+ 
WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a hand 
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AM  I  ASKING  HER  A  QUESTION ?          Yes, you're asking 
                 her a question 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a head 
+ 
 

WHAT'S  HE  DOING ? He's answering your question 
+ 
 

WHAT'S  THIS ?  It's a mouth 

IS  SHE  ANSWERING  MY  QUESTION ?/     Yes, she's 
          answering your question 

 

Point to a student, and say 

ASK  HIM  A  QUESTION,  PLEASE  
 
 
From this point on you can get the students to ask each other questions at the 
beginning of each lesson immediately you enter the classroom, whilst you are 
opening your book and finding your place etc. You can do the same again at the 
end of each lesson, whilst collecting up your books.  In this way there is not a 
second's silence from the time you enter the room to the time you leave it.  Thus 
there can be no time for boredom, distraction or indiscipline; and the lesson will 
be much easier to give.  The moment, however, that you have arranged your 
books and found your place, stop the students asking each other questions and go 
straight into the question-answer work. 
 
 
TO  HAVE    sahip olmak   CONTRACTION    kısaltma 
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I'VE ben sahibim   I HAVE 

YOU'VE sen sahipsin   YOU HAVE 

HE'S o sahip (erkek)   HE HAS 

SHE'S o sahip ( kadın)   SHE HAS 

IT'S o sahip   IT HAS 

WE'VE biz sahibiz   WE HAVE 

YOU'VE siz sahipsiniz   YOU HAVE 

THEY'VE onlar sahipler   THEY HAVE 
 
Explain that The verb "to have" means "....."./ We say "I have, 
you have, he has, she has, it has, we have, you have, they have"./ 
The contraction of I have is I've : you have - you've : he has - 
he's etc. 
 
 
 

Stress "has" of the third person.  For the answer to question two below, go round 
the class getting each student to give a contraction.  For example, you say "I 
have", then point to a student and he says "I've", and so on.  As the students 
answer the questions with "have" and the parts of the body, point to the parts 
referred to, just in case the other students have not learnt them properly yet.  For 
the questions Has he : has she etc. you can use Chart One, if necessary, or other 
students in the class. 
 
WHAT'S  THE  MEANING  OF  THE  VERB  "TO  HAVE" ?/ 
− The meaning of the verb "to have" is ..... 

WHAT'S  THE  CONTRACTION  OF  "I  HAVE,  YOU  HAVE" 
ETC. ?`  I've, you've etc. 

HAVE  I  TWO  EYES ?  Yes, you've two eyes 
+ 
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HAVE  YOU  TWO  EARS ?   Yes, I've two ears 
+ 
 

HAS  HE  TWO  LEGS ?    Yes, he's two legs 
+ 
 

HAS  SHE  TWO  HANDS ?/   Yes, she's two hands 
 
 
Point to yourself and the student, and ask 

HAVE  WE  TWO  HEADS ?     Yes, we've two heads 
+ 
 

HAVE  THEY  FOUR  ARMS ?     Yes, they've four arms 
+ 
 
STUDENTS  READ  LESSON  6  ON  PAGE  35 
 
 
SEE  CHART  4 
 
ANY ? • Yes,  SOME     
non-specific  
 No,  NOT  ANY 
  
  
HOW  MANY ? THIRTEEN  ETC. 
  
specific NONE      
 
NON-SPECIFIC  INTERROGATIVE  NEGATIVE 
belirlenmemiş         soru hali      olumsuz 
 
POSITIVE    FOR  EXAMPLE 250   WHEN / 
olumlu   örneğin             ne zaman 
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